
March 22, 1955
Internal Memorandum

Luncheon Meeting; at Columbia University with Dr. Richard Logsdon^ head of the libraries

of Columbia University, Mr> Baughman and Mr> Williamson

This luncheon meeting was held in accordance with a suggestion made by Mr*

Sproul that these gentlemen get together ¥ith me and "clear out the underbrush" which

has seemed to surround the question of "whether or not we could recommend the University

of Columbia Library for collections of papers concerned with Nev York finance and the

Federal Reserve Bank* Underlying the discussion was the question as to why Columbia

had not been more interested in the suggestion that a great financial library mirroring

the financial activities of Mew York City should be an ideal there.

The discussion started with a great many to me about the project, its si2«e,

its purpose, its inception and its progress* These were followed by questions to then

as to how well equipped they were to handle manscript collections, what kind of manu-

script collections they had on hand, what their regular method of processing such

collections was. ¥hen sufficient time had gone on and confidence established, I threw

in the question as to why the Hepburn collection had been kept in a trunk in the base-

ment rather than having been sorted out and put on shelves, as it would seem to merit*

As library men, they were interested in the descriptions of collections that

had been found and in the processing which is done at the Library of Congress* It be-

came obvious as the discussion went on that manuscript collections were not a large

pert of their property or their problem, Mr. Baughman is in charge of what are known

there as Special Collections. These include manuscript collections, but as the dis-

cussion proceeded, Dr. Logsdon said that it was obvious that Baughman would have to be

supplied with a. manuscript man* Baughman said, meantime, that they had some 250 manu-

script collections in the Special Collections Division,

About the Hepburn collection, the story is that the Hepburn papers were left

to the Business Library, and the Business Library has no special division for handling
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manuscript collections• Dr. Beckhart is said to have looked at it to see if there was

a book in the papers but decided not* Thereafter, the Hepburn collection simply stayed

in the Business Libraiy in the basement, with nobody thinking to set it in order or

put it on shelves where it could be studied, Ho student asked for it, and not until we

began to inquire about it did they remember that they had it. This information came

out after some questioning, and it was obvious that they were rather embarrassed having

to admit it and that they did not want to have this taken £&& the customary manner in

which they treats collections•

The financial aspect of the thing was also very present. At the end of the

lunch, Logsdon pulled the whole discussion together by asking where we were in our dis-

cussion, which could be reported to Dean Brown and to Mr* Sproul. All three of the men

then embarked on a much more detailed discussion of how many collections there would pro-

bably be, how much it would cost to service them, how much space they would probably take

up* I offered a guess that there might be 10 major collections which would come their

way, and Baughman, whose pride had been caught, raised the estimate to 25*

They then completely shifted the basis of the discussion by stating that after

some figuring this was relatively a small problem compared to the ones they face daily.

The flew lork Transit Commission, for instance, had offered them three warehouses full of

records, and they had refused them. Had this suggestion that they set up a great finan-

cial library been offered them ten years ago, they would have been delighted and would

have got right at it, but the amount of material which is offered libraries is so huge

these days that they have to figure space and service before making any answer. Hence,

their appearance of not getting off dead center•

It was obvious, however, that they were subject to the lure of great names,

and when I threw in the names of Morgan and Vanderlip, as well as Leffingwell, they began

to catch fire or at least to admit to me that they had caught fire. Williamson observed
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that if they got the Morgan collection, they would have special trains coming to Columbia

from all over the country, to which Baughiian retorted that it might give Columbia a black

eye forever•

Hds bit of persiflage out of the way, they stated at the end of the meeting

that they would get a preliminary memorandum in shape which would be sent to me for cor-

rection and then go to Dean Brown. That, they thought, might serve as a basis for con-

versation between Dean Brown and Mr. Sproul.

Walking to the subway station through the rain with Baughman, I made it quite

clear that had it been possible for me to offer any prospect of large financial assis-

tance in the matter, I would certainly have done so. Baughman replied that he hoped I

did not think ̂tfcat financial assistance was an expected tiling in this matter. I told

him that if it had been, I hoped he and his colleagues were no§ disabused of any such

idea.

At the end of the conversation, he said he thought we were now off the ground

and would go ahead with the project* He said it was some thing which had to be done.

Therefore, it would be done. This statement was delivered in a confident tone of voice,

which made me think that I had succeeded in selling then the idea as something which was

theirs to carry on*

Daring the discussion, Mr. Williamson suggested that they might not want to

conflict with the George Baker Collection at Harvard. This, which seeised a piece of

unselfishness on the part of any university, practically unexampled iin "-touMy inspired me

to suggest that they find out what the limits of the George Baker Collection at Harvard

and the International Finance Collection at Princeton were, with the idea that they could

profitably divide the field between the three of them. They then raised the question as

to what lale might have, and I said that I thought Yale was more interested in international

political things than in finance and monetary matters. It ary rate, the sum of it all
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is that they will, in dding their memorandum, also make some surrey of the Baker and

Princeton situations in an effort to delineate a field for collections which does not

overlap or compete with the other two* This may make things more difficult for us, but

it rounds like a novel idea and one which is, in theory at least, very sound.

They had set the date of April 18th as a probable time when their memorandum

be in and they s-rt* ready to talk with Mr« SprouL.

MA:IB
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